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Mass Murder 
Part 11 

 

Warning:  Dr. Sherri Tenpenny was speaking with a group in the past 
week that the VAERS virus injury report, that the CDC is 3 months 
behind in their posting adverse effects and deaths.  It takes 4 to 6 
months to react to the Spike Protein before problems begin with 
those taking the vaccination that will kill them.  The snowballing 
problems will become evident in the fall.  Predictions by those who 
know what is happening state that 60% will have serious health side 
effects or death! 
 

We are fighting a Spiritual war that can only be described by Ephesians 6:12  “For 
we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in 
high places.” 

 
 

Anthony Fauci says there is 'NO DOUBT' the United States has 
undercounted the 581,000 COVID deaths  
The United States, which has reported the world's worst overall Covid-19 death toll, has 
'no doubt' been undercounting fatal cases, top pandemic advisor Anthony Fauci said on 
Sunday. 
 
The country has officially lost over 581,000 people to the disease caused by COVID-19 
- but a University of Washington study released on Thursday estimated deaths at more 
than 900,000. 
 
“That's a bit more than I would have thought the undercounting was,” Fauci told NBC's 
Meet The Press. 
 
In cases where someone has not been tested, coroners are free to attribute a death to 
the more direct condition, and leave COVID-19 out entirely. A report in January found 
that coroners in Trump-supporting areas were more likely to downplay COVID as a 
factor in death.  
 
Dr. Fauci appeared on NBC's Meet the Press on Sunday morning to discuss the 
pandemic 
 
“But I think there's no doubt... that we are and have been undercounting.” 
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The United States has reported over 32.6 million cases since the virus was first 
identified at the end of 2019 in China.  The real facts remain obscured and hidden from 
the public. 
 
America was battered by a spike in cases and deaths after the end-of-year holidays, but 
since January new infections have come down as vaccination rates have jumped. 
 
“We are turning the corner,” said Jeffrey Zients, White House COVID-19 coordinator, on 
CNN's State of the Union.  
 
“We have 58 per cent of adult Americans with at least one shot, over 110 million 
Americans fully vaccinated.”  
 
President Joe Biden wants 70 per cent of adults in the U.S. to have received at least 
one shot of the COVID-19 vaccine by the July 4 Independence Day holiday. 
 
But the rate peaked around April 10 and has been declining since then, with vaccine 
hold-outs slowing the race to population immunity. 
 
Anthony Fauci says there is 'no doubt' that the nation's virus toll is higher than reported. 
 
Dr. Anthony Fauci predicted Sunday that life in the U.S. can be “close to back to 
normal” by next Mother’s Day if an “overwhelming proportion of the population” is 
vaccinated.  That is Mother’s Day in 2022!  Dr. Fauci lied in his testimony before 
Senator Rand Paul, which may result in the Vaxx doctor being removed from office. 
 
Asked what he expects the country will look like by next Mother’s Day, Fauci told ABC’s 
“This Week” anchor George Stephanopoulos, “Well, George, I hope that next Mother’s 
Day, we’re going to see a dramatic difference than what we’re seeing right now. I 
believe that we will be about as close to back to normal as we can. And there’s some 
conditions to that, George.” 
 
“We’ve got to make sure that we get the overwhelming proportion of the population 
vaccinated,” he continued. “When that happens, the virus doesn’t really have any place 
to go. There aren’t a lot of vulnerable people around. And where there are not a lot of 
vulnerable people around, you’re not going to see a surge. You’re not going to see the 
kinds of numbers we see now.” 
 
“That being the case, I think we can approach what we used to remember as normal 
before all of this tragedy happened,” Fauci added. 
 
While Dr. Fauci dances around with his word games, the real truth will come out with 
the upcoming Nuremberg Trials 2.0. 
 
Nuremberg Trial 2.0 is in preparation, with a class action lawsuit supported by 
thousands of lawyers and medical professionals worldwide, led by the American-
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German lawyer Reiner Fuellmich, who is prosecuting those responsible for the Covid-19 
scandal manipulated by the Davos Forum. 
 
In this respect, it is worth recalling that Reiner Fuellmich is the lawyer who succeeded in 
condemning the automobile giant Volkswagen in the case of the tampered catalytic 
converters, as well as succeeding in condemning Deutsche Bank as a criminal 
enterprise. 
 
According to Reiner Fuellmich, all the frauds committed by German companies are 
derisory compared to the damage that the Covid-19 crisis has caused and continues to 
cause. This Covid-19 crisis should be renamed the “Covid-19 Scandal” and all those 
responsible should be prosecuted for civil damages due to manipulations and falsified 
test protocols. Therefore, an international network of business lawyers will plead the 
biggest tort case of all time, the Covid-19 fraud scandal, which has turned into the 
largest crime against humanity to ever be committed. 
 
A Covid-19 commission of inquiry was set up in July 2020 on the initiative of a group of 
German lawyers with the aim of bringing an international class action lawsuit using 
Anglo-Saxon law. 
 
Here’s what Reiner Fuellmich had to say on the findings of the inquiry and the questions 
to be answered in the forthcoming trial against the WHO and World Leaders for crimes 
against humanity – 
 
“The hearings of around 100 internationally renowned scientists, doctors, economists 
and lawyers, which have been conducted by the Berlin Commission of Inquiry into the 
Covid-19 affair since 10.07.2020, have in the meantime shown with a probability close 
to certainty that the Covid-19 scandal was at no time a health issue.” 
 
“Rather, it was about solidifying the illegitimate power (illegitimate because it was 
obtained by criminal methods) of the corrupt “Davos clique” by transferring the wealth of 
the people to the members of the Davos clique, destroying, among other things, small 
and medium-sized enterprises in particular. Platforms such as Amazon, Google, Uber, 
etc. could thus appropriate their market share and wealth.” 
 
The three major questions to be answered in the context of a judicial approach to the 
Corona Scandal are: 
 
1) Is there a corona pandemic or is there only a PCR-test pandemic? Specifically, does 
a positive PCR-test result mean that the person tested is infected with Covid-19, or 
does it mean absolutely nothing in connection with the Covid-19 infection? 
 
2) Do the so-called anti-corona measures, such as the lockdown, mandatory face 
masks, social distancing, and quarantine regulations, serve to protect the world’s 
population from corona? Or do these measures serve only to make people panic so that 
they believe, without asking any questions, that their lives are in danger — so that, in 
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the end, the pharmaceutical and tech industries can generate huge profits from the sale 
of PCR tests, antigen and antibody tests and vaccines, as well as the harvesting of our 
genetic fingerprints? 
 
3) Is it true that the German government was massively lobbied, more so than any other 
country, by the chief protagonists of this so-called corona pandemic (Mr. Drosten, 
virologist at Charité Hospital in Berlin; Mr. Wieler, veterinarian and head of the German 
equivalent of the CDC, the RKI; and Mr. Tedros, head of the World Health Organization 
or WHO) because Germany is known as a particularly disciplined country and was 
therefore to become a role model for the rest of the world for its strict and, of course, 
successful adherence to the corona measures? 
 
Answers to these three questions are urgently needed because the allegedly new and 
highly dangerous coronavirus has not caused any excess mortality anywhere in the 
world, and certainly not here in Germany. 
 
But the anti-corona measures, whose only basis are the PCR-test results, which are in 
turn all based on the German Drosten test, have, in the meantime, caused the loss of 
innumerable human lives and have destroyed the economic existence of countless 
companies and individuals worldwide. 
 
These were the conclusions of the committee – 
 
‘The corona crisis must be renamed the “Corona Scandal” 
 
It is: 
 
• The biggest tort case ever 
• The greatest crime against humanity ever committed 
 
Those responsible must be: 
 
• Criminally prosecuted for crimes against humanity 
• Sued for civil damages 
 
Deaths: 
 
• There is no excess mortality in any country 
• Corona virus mortality equals seasonal flu 
• 94% of deaths in Bergamo were caused by transferring sick patients to nursing 
homes where they infected old people with weak immune systems 
• Doctors and hospitals worldwide were paid to declare deceased victims of 
Covid-19 
• US states with and without lockdowns have comparable disease and mortality 
statistics 
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Autopsies showed: 
 
• Fatalities almost all caused by serious pre-existing conditions 
• Almost all deaths were very old people 
• Sweden (no lockdown) and Britain (strict lockdown) have comparable disease 
and mortality statistics 
 
Health: 
 
• Hospitals remain empty and some face bankruptcy 
• Populations have T-cell immunity from previous influenza waves 
• Herd immunity needs only 15-25% population infection and is already achieved 
• Only when a person has symptoms can an infection be contagious 
 
Tests: 
 
• Many scientists call this a PCR-test pandemic, not a corona pandemic 
• Very healthy and non-infectious people may test positive 
• Likelihood of false-positives is 89-94% or near certainty 
• Prof. Drosten developed his PCR test from an old SARS virus without ever 
having seen the real Wuhan virus from China 
• The PCR test is not based on scientific facts with respect to infections 
• PCR tests are useless for the detection of infections 
• A positive PCR test does not mean an infection is present or that an intact virus 
has been found 
• Amplification of samples over 35 cycles is unreliable but WHO recommended 45 
cycles 
 
Illegality: 
 
• The German government locked down, imposed social-distancing/ mask-
wearing on the basis of a single opinion 
• The lockdown was imposed when the virus was already retreating 
• The lockdowns were based on non-existent infections 
• Former president of the German federal constitutional court doubted the 
constitutionality of the corona measures 
• Former UK supreme court judge Lord Sumption concluded there was no factual 
basis for panic and no legal basis for corona measures 
• German RKI (CDC equivalent) recommended no autopsies be performed 
• Corona measures have no sufficient factual or legal basis, are unconstitutional 
and must be repealed immediately 
• No serious scientist gives any validity to the infamous Neil Ferguson’s false 
computer models warning of millions of deaths 
• Mainstream media completely failed to report the true facts of the so-called 
pandemic 
• Democracy is in danger of being replaced by fascist totalitarian models 
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• Drosten (of PCR test), Tedros of WHO, and others have committed crimes 
against humanity as defined in the International Criminal Code 
• Politicians can avoid going down with the charlatans and criminals by starting 
the long overdue public scientific discussion 
 
Conspiracy: 
 
• Politicians and mainstream media deliberately drove populations to panic 
• Children were calculatedly made to feel responsible “for the painful tortured 
death of their parents and grandparents if they do not follow Corona rules” 
• The hopeless PCR test is used to create fear and not to diagnose 
• There can be no talk of a second wave 
 
Injury and damage: 
 
• Evidence of gigantic health and economic damage to populations 
 
Anti-corona measures have: 
 
• Killed innumerable people 
• Destroyed countless companies and individuals worldwide 
• Children are being taken away from their parents 
• Children are traumatized en masse 
• Bankruptcies are expected in small- and medium-sized businesses 
 
Redress: 
 
• A class action lawsuit must be filed in the USA or Canada, with all affected 
parties worldwide having the opportunity to join 
• Companies and self-employed people must be compensated for damages’ 
 
Is the writing on the wall for Gates, Hancock, Fauci and friends? Well the lawsuits 
have been filed and Reiner Fuellmich’s track record certainly suggests they don’t 
stand a chance. 
 
 

SCIENCE promotes VIOLENCE: Journal ‘Nature’ calls for violent 
arrest of anyone who won’t accept injections containing mercury, 
human abortion cells, and cell-altering mRNA sequences  
May 10, 2021   - News   
We are the dissidents. We, meaning people who believe in natural medicine, don’t like 
injections that contain mercury and human abortion cells, and we especially don’t want 
Bill Gates’ gene therapy shots. We are not in compliance with this invasive medical 
procedure that could easily be a means of wiping out most of the populace. That is why 
pharma’s shill journalists, writing for the CDC, the CCP and the vaccine industrial 
complex, are calling for our imprisonment and execution, based on our validation that 
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science shows vaccines are extremely detrimental to health, and the mRNA Covid-19 
vaccines are killing people, even as you read this. 
 
Communism is hard at work in America, and it’s being spread under the guise of a virus 
pandemic. The leaders must have total compliance to pull it off, so now they’re 
launching a “counteroffensive” against the Americans who know what’s really going on, 
and that’s mostly healthy people (unvaccinated, independent thinkers) who own land 
and lots of guns. 
 
At the helm of this Marxist aggression is a lonely, nerdy little shill named Peter Hotez, 
who just so happens to be the Dean of the School of “Tropical Medicine” at the Baylor 
College of Medicine in Texas, who also just so happens to work on vaccines, including 
SARS. Peter loves studying worms, and he’s very angry at the world, now calling for a 
full-blown military attack on natural health enthusiasts who won’t allow needles full of 
poisons to be jabbed into their arms in the name of a fake pandemic (the Chinese flu). 
 
“Violent, nerdy vaccine doctor calls for military-style arrest of all “anti-vaxxers” 
 
Little nerdy Pete wrote a very violent paper (really just a blog rant) that got published in 
‘Nature’ online shill magazine, where the little worm doctor spells out how every “anti-
vaxxer” should be hunted down like the way the Nazis hunted down the Jews, but now 
using cyber security, drones and international mercenary hit-men (UN forces), and 
dragged to concentration camps for forced vaccination and reeducation. He called it a 
high-level inter-agency task force that would assess the full impact of anti-vaccine 
“aggression.” Yes, because all of us “anti-vaxxers” are going around cities like 
BLM/Antifa and violently beating down all the vaccinated while we spread the deadliest 
virus to ever exist on Earth. We must be stopped! Sure. 
 
By the way, if you’d like to contact this violent nerd shill, Peter “The Worm” Hotez don’t 
bite on his link.  One should avoid this shill.  He wants to hear from you because he’s 
got all this hatred bound up inside him and he can’t think of anything original to write for 
his hacking habit, besides promoting genocidal inoculations. You can call him or simply 
email your thoughts, as he has nothing better to do than promote fake news and the 
plandemic. 
 

The Vaxx and its propagandists are the pandemic, not the virus itself 
According to the best-paid liars of the plandemic, the only way to stop the spread of Bill 
Gates’ China virus, Covid-19, is to launch a high-level, military counteroffensive against 
people who won’t get the mad-cow-disease-inducing (mRNA) injections. By the way, 
COVID, for 5 years, has stood for Covid identification, like COV-I.D. Get it? It was 
always about vaccine passports, even before the first case entered the public sphere in 
China. So now, shill scientists, doctors and fake journalists are spreading propaganda 
that all the vaccinated sheeple must agree to round up and kill the unvaccinated. The 
dissidents! In other words, the “Jews” this time around are everybody who doesn’t get 
the prion-creating jabs. 
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The concentration camps, in the Covid plandemic Holocaust, are the vaccination huts, 
where all the people who think they’re building immunity are literally signing up for the 
“gas chambers” (the final vaccines and the new, more virulent strains of Covid). Just as 
the Jews thought they were walking into huge showering facilities, the vaccinated 
sheeple are “walking into” gene-mutating facilities known as inoculations. 
 
There is a real war going on, and if you don’t fight off the vaccines, you die. There is a 
violent counteroffensive going on, and it’s by the Biden Regime (CCP), in their attempt 
to vaccinate all the healthy Americans, especially minorities, land owners, and of 
course, gun owners. Don’t fall for the fix, because the fix is in, and the fix is deadly. So, 
before you go, ask yourself one huge question: Why must we all have I.D. proving 
vaccination but nobody needs I.D. to vote? That’s communism folks. Pay attention to 
the bouncing ball.  Their inconsistencies reveal their true motives in this spiritual war 
being played out on the public like Peter Hotez.   
 
 

Covid-19 vaccine spike proteins are killing people, not merely the 
“virus”   
May 10, 2021    
New research from the Salk Institute has inadvertently revealed that Wuhan coronavirus 
(Covid-19) “spike” proteins, which are forever generated inside the body following an 
experimental gene therapy (mRNA) injection, are directly responsible for causing injury 
and death. 
 
Salk insists that only the “virus” spike proteins are dangerous and not the ones found in 
vaccines, but anyone with a brain knows better. A spike protein is a spike protein and 
the latest science shows that they are deadly, attacking the vascular system on a 
cellular level. 
 
A paper recently published in the journal ‘Circulation Research’ found that Chinese 
Virus spike proteins are more of a threat to the vascular system than they are to the 
respiratory system. 
 
“A lot of people think of it as a respiratory disease, but it’s really a vascular disease,” 
says Uri Manor, an assistant research professor and co-author of the study. 
 
“That could explain why some people have strokes, and why some people have issues 
in other parts of the body. The commonality between them is that they all have vascular 
underpinnings.” 
 
Tests involving a “pseudo virus” that was basically just a clump of Wuhan Flu spike 
proteins surrounding an inert substance resulted in the same damage to lungs and 
arteries as the alleged virus itself. 
 
“Tissue samples showed inflammation in endothelial cells lining the pulmonary artery 
walls,” Salk reports. 
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“The team then replicated this process in the lab, exposing healthy endothelial cells 
(which line arteries) to the spike protein. They showed that the spike protein damaged 
the cells by binding ACE2. This binding disrupted ACE2’s molecular signaling to 
mitochondria (organelles that generate energy for cells), causing the mitochondria to 
become damaged and fragmented.” 
 
Don’t get the jab unless you want to suffer and possibly die 
Earlier studies produced similar results, suggesting that the real threat in all this is not 
some “virus” but rather the spike proteins that are being deliberately injected into 
people’s bodies as a “vaccine.” 
 
“If you remove the replicating capabilities of the virus, it still has a major damaging effect 
on the vascular cells, simply by virtue of its ability to bind to this ACE2 receptor, the S 
protein receptor, now famous thanks to Covid,” Manor admits. 
 
“Further studies with mutant spike proteins will also provide new insight towards the 
infectivity and severity of mutant SARS CoV-2 viruses.” 
 
A group called Doctors for Covid Ethics has issued a statement in response to the study 
that warns about the dangers and ineffectiveness of taking a Chinese Virus injection. 
 
“The risk-benefit calculus is … clear: the experimental vaccines are needless, 
ineffective and dangerous,” the group maintains. 
 
“Actors authorizing, coercing or administering experimental COVID-19 vaccination are 
exposing populations and patients to serious, unnecessary, and unjustified medical 
risks.” 
 
Based on what the Salk study reveals, it is now clear that the Chinese Virus is primarily 
a disease of the vascular system, and its main culprit is the spike protein. 
 
Putting two and two together, the only logical conclusion is that Wuhan coronavirus 
(Covid-19) injections that contain ingredients designed to trigger the continuous 
production of said spike protein inside the body are an almost certain death sentence 
for those who take them. 
 
“The vaccines are dangerous to both healthy individuals and those with pre-existing 
chronic disease, for reasons such as the following: risk of lethal and non-lethal 
disruptions of blood clotting including bleeding disorders, thrombosis in the brain, stroke 
and heart attack; autoimmune and allergic reactions; antibody-dependent enhancement 
of disease; and vaccine impurities due to rushed manufacturing and unregulated 
production standards,” Doctors for Covid Ethics warns. 
 
Covid-19 vaccine spike proteins are killing people, not merely the “virus.”  This is 
a rather interesting report from an institute named in honor of the doctor who 
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allowed Simian 40 virus in the Salk Polio vaccine during the 1950’s and 1960’s, 
that upwards of 100 million got a cancer-laced polio vaccine.   
 
 

EXCLUSIVE: BILLIONS in US Money, Knowledge and Skills Were 
GIVEN to China’s Virus Research Programs, Ultimately Resulting in 
COVID-19 Pandemic  

 
Posted by Lawrence Sellin, PhD 
U.S. government officials, the media, and, in particular, members of the scientific 
community, for their own personal, political or financial advantage, have continued to 
promote the false narrative that COVID-19 came from nature. 
It did not. 
 
COVID-19 was one product of a wider program of gain of function virus research being 
conducted by Chinese Communist Party scientists within a dual use, military-
commercial program. 
That is, COVID-19 was made in a laboratory.   
 
COVID-19 has a number of unusual features, which cannot be explained by a normal 
evolutionary process. 
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The only questions remaining are how and where COVID-19 was made and whether its 
release was accidental or deliberate. 
 
In China, there is no difference between military and civilian virus research. 
 
In recent months, I and other COVID-19 detectives have conducted a virus research 
network analysis of China’s virus bio-warfare program. 
 
The CCP’s bio-warfare program has three levels: a secret military level upon which 
civilian institutes and universities are layered. 
 
That layer provides the means to interact with international virus research programs to 
access knowledge, skills, and funding, all of which is fed back into China’s program. 
 
Over the last 30 years, China’s People’s Liberation Army has deeply infiltrated 
American virus research programs. 
 
Much has been made in the media about Peter Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance diverting 
up to 3 million dollars of funding from the National Institutes of Health to the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology. 
 
That is only the tip of the iceberg. 
 
Billions with a “B,” billions of American taxpayer dollars in knowledge, skills, and money 
have directly or indirectly contributed to China’s virus research programs, ultimately 
leading to COVID-19. 
 
Much of that funding came from Dr. Anthony Fauci’s National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, but there was also substantial funding provided by the U.S. 
Department of Defense and the U.S. Agency for International Development. 
 
I call it “scientific chain migration.” In the 1990s, military-trained Chinese scientists 
began arriving in the United States, many sponsored by Anthony Fauci’s large AIDS 
research program. 
 
Those initial Chinese military scientists, invited more Chinese military scientists until 
literally thousands were being trained in U.S. virus laboratories and taking knowledge 
and skills back to China. 
 
Many of them are still in the United States collaborating with scientists in mainland 
China including military laboratories.  And, many of them, no doubt, have contributed to 
China’s bio-warfare program. 
 
The time has come for the American people to put an end to this robbery of our 
knowledge, skills, and research funding. 
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This report I have just cited is informative and confirmation of what I was saying in late 
2019.  The problem at this juncture is that this kind of information is censored, even 
expunged from the Internet for what I see as obvious reasons.  All of what Dr. Fauci 
was up to violated federal law.  He had been given instructions by then President 
Obama, in 2014. 
 
“Gain-of-function studies are, according to the U.S. Department Health and Human 
Services, research which involves increasing the capacity of a pathogen to cause 
illness. The method is controversial because it can also risk new viruses leaking out of 
laboratories and into the population. In the period 2014 to 2018 this type of research 
was prohibited in the U.S., but in December 2017, American authorities announced that 
these kinds of studies would again be allowed.” From ‘The Evidence Which Suggests 
That This Is No Naturally Evolved Virus,’  by Aksel Fridstrøm, July 13, 2020. 
 
Despite an ongoing cover-up by government authorities, the biotech industry, the 
military industrial complex and the mass media, there is growing scientific consensus 
that the COVID-19 virus was created and (most likely accidentally) leaked from a dual-
use military/civilian lab in Wuhan, China. 
 
The ensuing pandemic (currently with 14 million infected and 585,000 dead, which has 
precipitated a global economic meltdown) is the predictable, yet preventable, collateral 
damage of a reckless, decades-long, and accident-prone biodefense/bio-warfare 
program carried out  by the U.S. (including both the Obama and Trump administrations, 
and their predecessors), China, Russia and other highly industrialized and militarized 
nations. 
 
Unbeknownst to the public, a shadowy international network of thousands of virologists, 
gene engineers, military scientists and biotech entrepreneurs are weaponizing viruses 
and microorganisms in civilian and military labs under the euphemism of gain-of-
function research. They hide behind the guise of “biodefense” and “biomedicine.” But as 
investigative reporter and bioweapons expert Sam Husseini writes, gain-of-function/bio-
warfare scientists in labs such as Wuhan, China or Fort Detrick, Maryland, are 
deliberately and recklessly evading international law: 
 
“Governments that participate in such biological weapon research generally distinguish 
between ‘bio-warfare’ and ‘biodefense,’ as if to paint such ‘defense’ programs as 
necessary. But this is rhetorical sleight-of-hand; the two concepts are largely 
indistinguishable. ‘Biodefense’ implies tacit biowarfare, breeding more dangerous 
pathogens for the alleged purpose of finding a way to fight them. While this work 
appears to have succeeded in creating deadly and infectious agents, including deadlier 
flu strains, such ‘defense’ research is impotent in its ability to defend us from this 
pandemic.”  
 
A growing arsenal of Frankenstein viruses and microorganisms have been created, 
despite U.S. and international laws supposedly banning bio-warfare weapons and 
experimentation. A disturbing number of these so-called “dual-use” bio-
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warfare/biodefense labs have experienced leaks, accidents, thefts and even deliberate 
releases like the 2001 anthrax attacks over the past three decades. 
 
The creation of COVID-19, engineered by repeatedly “passaging” a bat virus through 
animal and human cells and/or genetic engineering or splicing specific genetic 
sequences into the virus, violated a ban on gain-of-function experiments called for by 
many of the world’s top scientists. These experiments also violated the precautionary 
principle of a Global Biowarfare Convention, designed to prevent the accidental or 
deliberate release of biological weapons of mass destruction. 
 
Despite the 24/7 story—that the virus jumped accidentally from bats into humans—
relentlessly peddled by the Chinese government, the World Health Organization (which 
was supposedly monitoring the Wuhan Lab), the U.S. National Institutes of Health, 
which provided funding for the Wuhan gain-of-function experiments, the Trump 
Administration, global military and intelligence agencies, government- and corporate-
funded entities such as the EcoHealth Alliance and the mass media, there is mounting 
evidence that COVID-19 was caused, not by an accident in nature, but by a lab escape 
or leak. 
 
The federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has put 
employers on notice that should they attempt to require employees to receive 
injections of experimental COVID-19 gene-therapy vaccines a resulting adverse 
reaction will be considered “work-related” for which the employer may be held 
liable and will be vulnerable to workers’ compensation claims that could affect 
their safety record.  
 
In addition, it is possible that employers requiring COVID-19 injections may be held 
legally liable for violating federal law. According to America’s Frontline Doctors, 
products approved for emergency use only “are prohibited from being mandated by 
federal law.” The US Food and Drug Administration’s emergency use authorization 
(EUA) specifically states that individuals must have the free “option to accept or refuse” 
these vaccines. Many argue the prospect of being terminated from one’s job by refusing 
such vaccines certainly undermines such necessary freedom. America’s Frontline 
Doctors’ legal team prepared a template letter to put employers and schools on notice 
that “experimental medical treatment cannot be mandated.” 
 
The federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has put employers 
on notice that should they attempt to require employees to receive injections of 
experimental COVID-19 gene-therapy vaccines a resulting adverse reaction will be 
considered “work-related” for which the employer may be held liable. 
 
OSHA released its new guidance on April 20 under a “Frequently Asked Questions” 
section of its website having to do with COVID-19 safety compliance. 
 
The question asks whether an employer who mandates employees receive these 
experimental COVID-19 shots is required to record any adverse events as a result of 

https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupational_Safety_and_Health_Administration
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/mrna-covid-19-vaccines-are-really-gene-therapy-and-not-vaccines-ethicist
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-vaccine-injuries-climb-pfizer-seeks-full-approval/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=4d3a5a92-4213-46f8-a5f5-c14b564d90cf
https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/faqs
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these injections. Such recording requirements of serious work-related injuries and 
illness may not only leave an employer vulnerable to worker’s compensation claims, but 
such incidents could also impact the employer’s safety record. 
 
The question and answer in full: 
If I require my employees to take the COVID-19 vaccine as a condition of their 
employment, are adverse reactions to the vaccine recordable? 
 
If you require your employees to be vaccinated as a condition of employment (i.e., for 
work-related reasons), then any adverse reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine is work-
related. The adverse reaction is recordable if it is a new case under 29 CFR 1904.6 and 
meets one or more of the general recording criteria in 29 CFR 1904.7. 
 
This clarification comes as an increasing number of employers seek to mandate the 
experimental injections despite possible illegality. The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) 
reported this beginning trend in varieties of fields, including machine operators, office 
workers, restaurant waiters, and medical staff. 
 
“The Houston Methodist Hospital network is mandating vaccines for both existing 
employees and new hires, barring an exemption,” Chip Cutter of the WSJ wrote. “Those 
who fail to comply will at first be suspended without pay, and later terminated.” 
 
Under the new OSHA clarification, such employers may be held liable for injuries due to 
these requirements. 
 
For example, 39-year-old nurse aide Janet More died last New Year’s Eve within 48 
hours of receiving one of these injections. According to her brother, she at least had the 
impression “it was a mandatory vaccine that she had to take for her job.” 
 
 

Important video links on the dangers of vaccines by Dr. 

Suzanne Humphries. 

 

Dr. Suzanne Humphries on The Dangers of Vaccines – The Mad ... 

https://themadtruther.com/2021/05/10/dr-suzanne... 

 

The Brilliance of Dr. Suzanne Humphries on The Dangers of ... 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=McfXd_Xuojs  

 

The U.S. Supreme Court has Ruled that Your Genes are Patentable if 
you receive any of the “gene” therapy being administered. 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.6
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/want-that-job-offer-a-covid-19-vaccine-is-now-required-11619438580
https://www.wsj.com/articles/want-that-job-offer-a-covid-19-vaccine-is-now-required-11619438580
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/39-year-old-nurse-aide-dies-within-48-hours-of-receiving-mandated-covid-19-shot
https://themadtruther.com/2021/05/10/dr-suzanne-humphries-on-the-dangers-of-vaccines/
https://themadtruther.com/2021/05/10/dr-suzanne-humphries-on-the-dangers-of-vaccines/
https://themadtruther.com/2021/05/10/dr-suzanne
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=McfXd_Xuojs
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=McfXd_Xuojs
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This article is prefaced with a shout-out to the good Dr. Carrie Madej (maa-DAY). She is 
one of thousands of doctors and scientists worldwide suddenly labeled “conspiracy 
theorists” and “disinformation” by mainstream and social media. They tell peer-reviewed 
truth about COVID-19 and experimental shots. Dr. Madej is still on Twitter and 
Facebook for now. She is also featured in a viral video warning people about 
experiment mRNA and viral vector shots. 
 
Dr. Madej said in a recent interview with The New American: 
 
“The Supreme Court ruled that if there is anything synthetic, not from nature, inside of 
our genome, then whoever owns the patent on those synthetic parts now owns part or 
all of you as a human. That means Bill and Melinda Gates et al., The Department of 
Defense, et al. can literally own a human being. If this synthetic code is taken up into 
your genome, by law, you could be owned overnight.” 
 
All legitimate doctors and scientists welcome fact-checking and peer-review. Turns out 
Dr. Madej is onto something, and further affirms every reason not to volunteer for these 
experimental injections. 
 
Man-made bacteria and genetically-modified mice are patentable. 
 
The case of Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980) is the first time the U.S. 
Supreme Court heard a patent case involving naturally-occurring processes and/or 
organisms. Dr. Ananda Mohan Chakrabarty invented a species of oil-eating bacteria 
while working at General Electric in 1971. His invention streamlined the process of 
cleaning up oil spills. 
 
He filed a first-of-its-kind patent for the new genetically-modified bacteria species. The 
United Kingdom granted the patent already. But the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
denied the patent because it determined the invention was a living organism. The U.S. 
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals (now the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit) reversed the decision. It ruled that just because micro-organism are 
alive doesn’t mean they cannot be patented. 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court, in 5-4 decision, affirmed. It ruled, in part: 
 
Living, man-made micro-organism is patentable subject matter as a “manufacture” or 
“composition of matter” within the meaning of the Patent Act of 1952. The fact that the 
organism sought to be patented is alive is no bar to patentability. 
 
The case paved the way for biotechnology companies and universities. The 
OncoMouse, patented by Harvard in 1988, was the first mammal ever patented. 
Harvard scientist’s genetically-modified mice to be predisposed to cancer (thus the 
“onco” prefix) so other scientists could study the disease. 
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Scientists have since created an entire discipline on “transgenic non-human mammals.” 
Of course there are serious ethical concerns. But the practice continue. 
 
Patentability of human genes (mRNA and DNA) 
 
The case that provides the blueprint for pharmaceutical companies claiming ownership 
of your genes is Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 569 U.S. 
576 (2013). This case originated from a Utah-based company called Myriad Genetics. 
 
The company isolated the location and sequence of naturally-occurring genes called 
BRCA1 and BRCA2. Mutations in these genes positively correlate with predispositions 
to breast and ovarian cancers. Myriad filed patents on these genes in 1994 and 1995, 
respectively. The patents gave Myriad exclusive rights to cancer genetic testing that 
isolated natural DNA strands and created synthetic complementary DNA (cDNA) that 
resembled the original isolated strands. 
 
The USPTO granted both patents in 1998. At least 2,000 other human genes had been 
patented through 2010, according to the New York State Bar. But the Myriad patents 
hindered other scientists from doing research on naturally-occurring BRCA1 and 
BRCA2, and thus hindered breast and ovarian cancer testing by other companies. 
 
Supreme Court permits patentable cDNA 
 
Several Plaintiffs, including Yale, Columbia, individual patients, and patient advocacy 
groups filed a lawsuit against Myriad and the University of Utah in May of 2009. The 
Plaintiffs argued that BRCA1 and BRCA2 are not patent-eligible subject matter under 35 
U.S.C. § 101 because they are naturally-occurring. Myriad argued that it isolated the 
sequences of the DNA and that the Patent Office had issued patents for other 
companies doing the same thing. 
 
A long legal battle ensued that included two writs of certiorari to the U.S. Supreme 
Court. The Federal Circuit twice affirmed that both isolated DNA and cDNA are 
patentable. Ultimately the Supreme Court ruled that only cDNA (synthetic DNA) is 
patentable. Isolated, natural DNA is not patentable. Breast and ovarian cancer 
screening got much cheaper after the ruling since Myriad no longer owned patents on 
naturally-occurring genes and thus the testing. 
 
When it was all said and done, the Supreme Court invalidated five of Myriad’s 520 
patent claims. Myriad sued competitors for marketing ovarian and breast cancers tests 
based on the two natural genes after the Supreme Court decision. Ambry Genetics won 
a case against Myriad in 2014. The company said via press release: 
 
Myriad did not create or alter any of the genetic information encoded in the BRCA1 or 
BRCA2 genes. The location and order of the nucleotides existed in nature before 
Myriad found them. As the Supreme Court made clear, neither naturally occurring 
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compositions of matter, nor synthetically created compositions that are structurally 
identical to the naturally occurring compositions, are patent eligible. 
 
Pfizer, Moderna, et al. and your genes: 
 
Yes, this article contains a lot of scientific and legal mumbo-jumbo. But in a nutshell, 
biotechnology companies can own living things if said things are genetically-modified 
and not naturally-occurring. No mouse is born in nature like the OncoMouse. It is thus 
patentable. Oil-eating bacteria come from genetic manipulation, thus patentable. 
 
Notice how all these so-called doctors and scientists avoid pointing fingers at Pfizer, 
Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson et al. when someone dies within hours, days or 
weeks of receiving their shots. It’s almost as if they are carefully navigating the 
trademark and patent landscape. Moderna owns several mRNA patents. But doctors 
and hospitals wanting a piece of the mRNA pie cannot bite the hand that feeds them. 
 
The synthetic mRNA of Pfizer and Moderna, along with the viral vector DNA delivery 
systems of Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca, change your genetic code, making 
you “genetically-modified.” Granted mainstream media say the foregoing is “conspiracy 
theory.” But Moderna Chief Medical Officer Tal Zaks tells you straight up that the shots 
change your genetic code. He calls the Moderna shot “hacking the software of life.” Viral 
vectors do the same thing. 
 
So do these companies “own you” once you get the shots? Well, they own mice and 
bacteria created with their inventions. Once you get these shots, you are no longer a 
“naturally-occurring” human being. Prosthetic limbs, breast implants, etc. are not 
“natural” per se. But they are removable and not part of what fundamentally makes you 
human. Gene therapy is irreversible. Do the math yourself. 
 
Stay vigilant and protect your friends and loved ones. 
 
 

STUDY: ‘Third Wave’ Of Sickness and Death Will Be Dominated By 
Those Who Have Been Fully Vaccinated  
May 10, 2021 By Leo Hohmann 
The next big wave of COVID infections, already hitting states such as Michigan, will be 
dominated by people who have been fully vaccinated. 
 
This was predicted by the authors of a scientific study published in a British medical 
journal. 
 
Between 60 and 70 percent of “third wave” COVID deaths and hospitalizations will be 
from people who were fully vaccinated, according to the study, Summary of Further 
Modeling of Easing Restrictions, published March 31 by the London School of 
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine. 
 

https://leohohmann.com/2021/04/15/study-third-wave-of-sickness-and-death-will-be-dominated-by-those-who-have-been-fully-vaccinated/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/975909/S1182_SPI-M-O_Summary_of_modelling_of_easing_roadmap_step_2_restrictions.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/975909/S1182_SPI-M-O_Summary_of_modelling_of_easing_roadmap_step_2_restrictions.pdf
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This may at least partially explain why Detroit-area hospitals are filling up with COVID 
patients. 
 
But you won’t read about this angle to the story from anyone in the mainstream media. 
They are reporting the story as simply a new wave of COVID hospitalizations and 
deaths caused by a UK-based variant of the virus that has nothing to do with the high 
rate of vaccinations. [See Detroit News, April 15, 2021, Beaumont nears COVID 
hospital capacity as experts warn of ‘new pandemic.’] 
 
Mainstream news outlets have yet to express the tiniest bit of curiosity as to why the big 
spike in COVID is taking place even as large percentages of the public have been 
vaccinated [Michigan is one of the most-vaccinated states in the nation with nearly 30 
percent of Michiganders receiving the jab]. In fact, health officials quoted in the 
above Detroit News article are blaming “vaccine hesitancy” for the new wave, a 
diabolical falsification of what’s going on in Michigan meant to put more pressure on the 
people who refuse the unproven experimental injection. 
 
Apparently those health officials haven’t read the new British study, which states: 
 
The resurgence in both hospitalizations and deaths is dominated by those that have 
received two doses of the vaccine, comprising around 60% and 70% of the wave 
respectively. This can be attributed to the high levels of uptake in the most at-risk age 
groups, such that immunization failures account for more serious illness than 
unvaccinated individuals.”  And what do the British scientists who authored the study 
say is the answer to this dilemma of the fully vaccinated coming down with COVID? 
Why, more vaccines and more lockdowns, of course! 
 
And Big Pharma is more than happy to comply. Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla announced a 
“third dose” of its vaccine will be needed within 12 months of the second dose 
and likely another dose every year after that. As we predicted, the globalists planned 
all along to use COVID to scare people into getting annual injections. Nobody knows 
what’s in these injections or how they will affect human health in the medium and long 
term. 
 
The scenario taking shape is beginning to look like the one Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche 
warned us about in early March. Based on his years of experience in the vaccine 
industry, Vanden Bossche called for a halt to the mass vaccination programs being 
conducted “in the middle of a pandemic.” He said that if the jabs were not halted they 
would lead to the creation of stronger and stronger variants of the virus until a “super 
virus” takes hold and wipes out huge numbers of people.  
 
 

Research strongly suggests COVID-19 virus enters the brain 
A study published in Nature Neuroscience shows how spike protein 
crosses the blood-brain barrier. 

https://leohohmann.com/2021/04/15/study-third-wave-of-sickness-and-death-will-be-dominated-by-those-who-have-been-fully-vaccinated/Beaumont%20nears%20COVID%20hospital%20capacity%20as%20expert%20warns%20of%20'new%20pandemic'
https://leohohmann.com/2021/04/15/study-third-wave-of-sickness-and-death-will-be-dominated-by-those-who-have-been-fully-vaccinated/Beaumont%20nears%20COVID%20hospital%20capacity%20as%20expert%20warns%20of%20'new%20pandemic'
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/michigan-reports-7955-new-covid-19-cases-33-deaths-28percent-of-people-16plus-fully-vaccinated/ar-BB1fEGPG
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/michigan-reports-7955-new-covid-19-cases-33-deaths-28percent-of-people-16plus-fully-vaccinated/ar-BB1fEGPG
https://fox8.com/news/pfizer-ceo-says-individuals-will-likely-need-third-dose-within-a-year-then-annual-vaccines/
https://fox8.com/news/pfizer-ceo-says-individuals-will-likely-need-third-dose-within-a-year-then-annual-vaccines/
https://fox8.com/news/pfizer-ceo-says-individuals-will-likely-need-third-dose-within-a-year-then-annual-vaccines/
https://fox8.com/news/pfizer-ceo-says-individuals-will-likely-need-third-dose-within-a-year-then-annual-vaccines/
https://fox8.com/news/pfizer-ceo-says-individuals-will-likely-need-third-dose-within-a-year-then-annual-vaccines/
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The S1 protein likely causes the brain to release inflammatory products causing a storm 
in the brain, researchers said.  More and more evidence is coming out that people with 
COVID-19 are suffering from cognitive effects, such as brain fog and fatigue. 
 
And researchers are discovering why. The SARS-CoV-2 virus, like many viruses before 
it, is bad news for the brain. In a study published Dec.16 in Nature Neuroscience, 
researchers found that the spike protein, often depicted as the red arms of the virus, 
can cross the blood-brain barrier in mice. 
 
This strongly suggests that SARS-CoV-2, the cause of COVID-19, can enter the brain. 
The spike protein, often called the S1 protein, dictates which cells the virus can enter. 
Usually, the virus does the same thing as its binding protein, said lead author William A. 
Banks, a professor  of medicine at the University of Washington School of Medicine and 
a  Puget Sound Veterans Affairs Healthcare System physician and researcher. Banks 
said binding proteins like S1 usually by themselves cause damage as they detach from 
the virus and cause inflammation.  “The S1 protein likely causes the brain to release 
cytokines and inflammatory products,” he said. 

 

 
 
In science circles, the intense inflammation caused by the COVID-19 infection is called 
a cytokine storm. The immune system, upon seeing the virus and its proteins, 
overreacts in its attempt to kill the invading virus. The infected person is left with brain 
fog, fatigue and other cognitive issues. 
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41593-020-00771-8
https://newsroom.uw.edu/sites/default/files/s1protein.jpg
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Banks and his team saw this reaction with the HIV virus and wanted to see if the same 
was happening with SARS CoV-2. 
 
Banks said the S1 protein in SARS-CoV2 and the gp 120 protein in HIV-1 function 
similarly. They are glycoproteins – proteins that have a lot of sugars on them, hallmarks 
of proteins that bind to other receptors. Both these proteins function as the arms and 
hand for their viruses by grabbing onto other receptors.  Both cross the blood-brain 
barrier and S1, like gp120, is likely toxic to brain tissues. 
 
“It was like déjà vu,” said Banks, who has done extensive work on HIV-1, gp120, and 
the blood-brain barrier. 
 
The Banks’ lab studies the blood-brain barrier in Alzheimer’s, obesity, diabetes, and 
HIV. But they put their work on hold and all 15 people in the lab started their 
experiments on the S1 protein in April. They enlisted long-time collaborator Jacob 
Raber, a professor in the departments of Behavioral Neuroscience, Neurology, and 
Radiation Medicine, and his teams at Oregon Health & Science University. 
 
The study could explain many of the complications from COVID-19. 
 
“We know that when you have the COVID infection you have trouble breathing and 
that’s because there’s infection in your lung, but an additional explanation is that the 
virus enters the respiratory centers of the brain and causes problems there as well,” 
said Banks. 
 
Raber said in their experiments transport of S1 was faster in the olfactory bulb and 
kidney of males than females. This observation might relate to the increased 
susceptibility of men to more severe COVID-19 outcomes. 
 
As for people taking the virus lightly, Banks has a message: 
 
“You do not want to mess with this virus,” he said. “Many of the effects that the COVID 
virus has could be accentuated or perpetuated or even caused by virus getting in the 
brain and those effects could last for a very long time.” 
 
This study was partially supported by a National Institute on Aging-funded COVID-19 
supplement to a shared RF1 grant of Banks and Raber. 
 
This report has a double blessing in it, and the reasons are that the study confirms the 
findings of scientists in Australia, France, India, and China.  Scientists in all four 
countries reported finding fragments of HIV in early Covid studies.  The Nobel peace 
prize for medicine, in 2008, Dr. Luc Montagnier confirmed the fact that 18 fragments of 
HIV1 and 4 of SARS2-CoV-2, had been intentionally inserted in the genome of the 
Coronavirus.  Luc Montagnier stated that because of the HIV genome, where it is 
inserted in the HIV genome, there is no question that it was created in a lab, and the 
method used, what is known as CRISPR-CAS9, a “gene” editing device that uses 5G 
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EMF beaming process, injecting into the DNA of the virus genome.  As. Dr. Montagnier 
has said repeatedly to inquiries that this was not an accident, but a man-made 
“bioweapon”.    
 
We do not know if the Banks team knew about the findings in the four countries noted in 
the paragraph above, yet their finding adds more evidence to this being designed for the 
purpose of launching a genocidal depopulation agenda. 
 
 

CDC pushing Covid “scariants” propaganda to keep America 
enslaved with FEAR 
May 12, 2021  by: Ethan Huff  
 
(Natural News) Every time Rochelle Walensky from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) gets on television to declare that some new “variant” of the Wuhan 
coronavirus (Covid-19) threatens to kill us all, you can immediately disregard it as a lie. 
 
That is because all this talk about scary new variants is just more medical police state 
fearmongering designed to keep you in a constant state of fear and panic – and more 
importantly, willing to roll up your sleeve and get jabbed. 
 
According to Dr. Marty Makary, a surgeon at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Walensky’s 
claims about variants “setting us back” in terms of reaching “herd immunity” are false. 
He even wrote an entire op-ed piece about it that was published by the ‘New York Post’. 
Entitled, “Don’t buy the fearmongering: The COVID-19 threat is waning,” Makary’s piece 
explains that there is no evidence to suggest that new “variants” of the Chinese Virus 
will “evade vaccines” as Walensky claimed during a recent digital appearance in which 
she clearly read said claim from a script. 
 
While Makary does believe that the jabs are “working” and that they deserve credit for a 
decline in the number of new “positive” cases of the Wuhan Flu, he does not believe 
that Walensky is correct in her claim that the sky will fall if some people refuse to get 
injected. 
 
“… for the millions of Americans who are immune and live where the cases are low, the 
public-health threat is now defanged and below seasonal-flu levels,” he writes. “Given 
the harm of social isolation, we need to abandon the goal of absolute risk elimination at 
all cost. 
 
Lying medical fascists are “testing” unvaccinated people with higher PCR cycles. 
What Makary fails to mention in his article about testing is that those who have been 
“vaccinated” are now being tested using a lower PCR cycle count, meaning they are 
more likely to test “negative.” Meanwhile, unvaccinated people are being tested using a 
higher PCR cycle count, meaning they are more likely to test “positive.”  This arbitrary 
manipulation of the PCR cycle count was exposed by the PCR test inventor, Kari Mullis 
in 2019.   

https://www.naturalnews.com/author/ethanh
https://www.naturalnews.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochelle_Walensky
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/scottmorefield/2021/05/06/johns-hopkins-doctor-dismisses-walensky-fearmongering-most-of-the-country-is-at-herd-immunity-n2589086
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-06-vaccinated-tested-pcr-28-cycles-guaranteed-negative.html
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The whole thing is a sham, in other words, and one that a growing number of people are 
identifying as they sift through the news trying to separate fact from fiction. The fact 
remains that Walensky and others from her crew are lying to us all in an attempt to get 
us injected and ensure our perpetual slavery under the medical police state. 
 
Keep in mind that Walensky also believes that “racism” is a bigger public health threat 
than even the Chinese Virus. One wonders if she and the rest of her cohort are planning 
new “vaccinations” to cure that “problem” as well. 
 
At the end of the day, this whole thing would be over were it not for the media, the 
government and the people who still, for whatever reason, believe everything they say. 
Miraculously, there was no influenza this past year at all because of Chinese Germs, 
and really no other cause of death besides “covid deaths.” 
 
If this little factoid alone does not raise some eyebrows, then nothing will. The medical 
fascists are laughing in everyone’s faces with this endless nonsense as they tighten the 
noose around our collective necks in order to bring about their final endgame. 
 
“It seems Dr. Rochelle Walensky is no more a doctor than Dr. Jill Biden,” wrote one 
Townhall commenter, pointing out the obvious. 
 
“To be fair, her marching orders are to ‘keep up the fear-inducing statements at all 
costs,'” responded another. 
 

 
Ohio Governor Lifts COVID Mandates; Uses Federal Funds for Million 
Dollar Lottery-Style Drawings for Vax Recipients  

By B.N. Frank 
 

 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-04-13-cdc-antiscience-declaring-racism-worse-threat-covid.html
https://www.activistpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/lottery-pix.jpg
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American COVID-19 concerns have led to recommendations and mandates that many 
believe have been and continue to be unsafe, invasive, extreme, ineffective, and 
unnecessary.  This includes “contract tracing” for school children and adults  
 
Since COVID vaccines became readily available, the focus has shifted to pressuring 
Americans to “get the shot” despite increasing reports, testimonies, and warnings about 
side effects and deaths after receiving it.  Children’s Health Defense has been tirelessly 
updating their newsletter with incidents that are often being glazed over or sparsely 
reported at all.  Recent media coverage by Bill Maher and Tucker Carlson have also 
provided viewers with reasons to be hesitant about “rolling up their sleeves”.   Of 
course, American vaccine side effects, injuries and deaths have been happening for 
decades.  That’s also why many remain hesitant. 
 
But none of this has stopped the push to “take the shot” by businesses and elected 
officials.  Last month, Kentucky governor, Andy Beshear offered to lift additional 
mandates after 2.5 million residents were vaccinated.  Last night Ohio governor Mike 
DeWine announced that he is cancelling COVID mandates and using federal funds to 
set up a lottery for vax recipients. 
 
From NBC Nightly News: 
Get vaccinated in Ohio and get a shot at $1 million, Gov. Mike DeWine announces.  
DeWine said there would be five weekly lottery-style drawings for vaccinated Ohioans. 
Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine on Wednesday announced a novel incentive program for 
people in his state to get vaccinated — a $1 million lottery.  DeWine, a Republican, said 
only people who’ve gotten the vaccine will be eligible to win the prize, which will be paid 
for by federal coronavirus funds. 
 
“Two weeks from tonight on May 26th, we will announce a winner of a separate drawing 
for adults who have received at least their first dose of the vaccine. This announcement 
will occur each Wednesday for five weeks, and the winner each Wednesday will receive 
one million dollars,”DeWine said in a series of tweets. 
 
“To be eligible to win, you must be at least 18 years of age or older on the day of the 
drawing. You must be an Ohio resident. And, you must be vaccinated before the 
drawing,” he added. 
 
He acknowledged the incentive might strike some people as a waste of money, but he 
said he disagreed. 
 
“I know that some may say, ‘DeWine, you’re crazy! This million-dollar drawing idea of 
yours is a waste of money.’ But truly, the real waste at this point in the pandemic — 
when the vaccine is readily available to anyone who wants it — is a life lost to COVID-
19,” he wrote. 
 
Yes, Governor, DeWine, some may say you’re crazy.  Is it even legal to use federal 
COVID funds to create a lottery-style drawing for vaccine recipients? 

https://www.activistpost.com/2021/03/another-womans-brain-lining-punctured-while-being-nasal-swabbed-for-covid.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/02/state-legislator-compiles-list-of-bills-introduced-to-limit-federal-overreach-big-tech-censorship-covid-restrictions-etc.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/03/american-bus-riding-students-required-to-carry-rf-id-tags-so-if-one-tests-positive-for-covid-school-can-contact-families.html
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/03/ben-stein-issues-warning-suffers-severe-side-effects-covid-vaccine-days-getting-shot-video/
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/01/pilots-and-air-traffic-controllers-who-take-covid-vaccine-must-wait-48-hours-before-conducting-safety-sensitive-aviation-duties.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-maher-politics-medical-decisions/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/tucker-carlson-how-many-americans-died-covid-vaccines/
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/03/vaccine-marketing-u-s-businesses-offering-freebies-to-vax-recipients-despite-ongoing-reports-about-side-effects.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/04/ky-governor-promises-to-lift-some-covid-restrictions-after-2-5-million-vaccines-taken-new-ky-law-preserves-vaccine-exemptions.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/get-vaccinated-ohio-get-shot-1-million-gov-mike-dewine-n1267176
https://twitter.com/GovMikeDeWine/status/1392597174014332929
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Not mentioned in DeWine’s statement – state legislation would have cancelled his 
COVID mandates before the end of June anyway.  D’oh! 
 
This gets laughable day by day were it not for the tragedy.  The tragedy of this is really 
that those being vaccinated are taking the “Mark” of the Beast.  Yes, you read me 
correctly.  I was saying that as early as May of 2020.  You can search my web site and 
you will find date-stamped articles to that effect.  I am working on an update of this fact 
and providing conclusive proof that the Covid-19 Vaxx is the Biblical Mark of the Beast. I 
just posted an article, “The Vaxx is Part & Parcel to the“Mark”of the Beast.”  Here is 
the link to it: 
The Vaxx is Part & Parcel to the“Mark”of the Beast 
  
As I recall, I did four new segments on my series:  “666/999 5G, the Mark of the 
Beast, and the UPC Bar Code”.:  Part 15 was posted on 2/26/21.   
 Part 14 was posted on 8/7/20 
 Part 13 was posted on 7/28/20 
 Part 12 was posted on 7/28/20 with five appendixes A-E.  
This series is the most comprehensive history on the infamous “666” you could ever 
find.  It fills a CD. Parts 1 through 11 can be accessed at my archived page at: 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22.  
 
“666” was the very first search item that I did on the University’s IBM 7090 computer 
when I was a programmer on the team computerizing the KJV Bible when I worked at 
the University of Pittsburgh in 1963/1964.  I stayed long into the night to be able to do 
my first search process.  At 1:45am, the IBM 1401 input/output printer kicked out a 
printout page with the statement “No such match!”  I cannot express my disappointment.  
I had missed the last bus out of the city and had to stay until 5:30am before the first 
morning bus ran that day.  I did not own a Bible at the time, I simply borrowed one from 
my home church pew.  That said, I have spent the past sixty years researching the 
issue of “666”.  It has an interesting history of morphing from Babylonian amulets to 
today’s UPC Bar Code on retail items to genetics and our DNA! 
 
I posted this article today, May 16th, 2021.  But in the meantime, do not take the Vaxx.  
Not for a Ohio lottery ticket, a Krispy Kreme donut, or a $100 dollar savings bond in WV, 
or a pitcher of beer in New Jersey; not for your life, or your soul!   
 
Not to be outdone, in China, in its part of the country's push to reach an ambitious target 
of immunizing 40 per cent of its population of 1.4 billion by June.  Some Weibo users in 
Beijing have circulated a poster, which says residents over the age of 60 who are 
vaccinated "can get two cartons of fresh eggs for free".  Tina Liu, from Beijing, said a 
local grocery shop in her neighborhood was promoting veggies for the vaccinated. 
 
West Virginia bribes residents to get them vaccinated. While some states and 
institutions are finding new and creative ways to get eligible residents vaccinated, West 
Virginia opts for an old-fashioned one: bribery. 

https://www.wnewsj.com/news/167070/dewine-ohio-covid-19-health-orders-to-end-june-2
https://www.wnewsj.com/news/167070/dewine-ohio-covid-19-health-orders-to-end-june-2
http://pastorbobreid.com/node/391
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/VMOB.pdf
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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As health officials in the state scramble to find willing arms for its supply of coronavirus 
(COVID-19) vaccines, West Virginia Governor Jim Justice offers financial incentive to 
convince younger residents to get vaccinated. The Republican governor said in a 
briefing Monday, April 26, West Virginians between ages 16 and 35 who get vaccinated 
will get a $100 savings bond. 
 
“Our kids today probably don’t really realize just how important they are in shutting this 
thing down,” he said. “I’m trying to come up with a way that’s truly going to motivate 
them – and us – get over the hump.” 
 
West Virginia has roughly 380,000 people between the ages of 16 and 35. The offer will 
apply retroactively to those who have already been vaccinated. The state will use 
federal funds allocated under the 2020 Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security 
Act to cover the cost of the bonds. In other words, they are being bribed with taxpayers’ 
money.  Is that even legal?   
 
Vaccination bribe cheaper than COVID-19 tests.  According to the governor, the 
potential cost of offering the incentive to a demographic proving to be more resistant to 
vaccination is significantly lower than the $75 million spent by the state on testing 
people for COVID-19 over the past year. Justice said the idea had been vetted “every 
way that we possibly can” to make sure the plan is feasible. 
 
He understood not all would agree with his approach. “But if I’m able to pull this off and 
we are able to shut this down for the small price of $27.5 million, I would tell those critics 
to kiss my butt,” Justice said. 
 
Of the nearly 1.5 million West Virginians eligible for the shots, 52 percent have received 
at least one dose. But vaccinations in the state have waned in recent weeks, leaving the 
state short of its goal of immunizing more than 70 percent of residents. 
 
“If we really want to move the needle, we’ve got to get our younger people vaccinated,” 
Justice said. “If we can get to 70 percent, we’ll shut this virus down. If we do that, the 
masks go away, the hospitalizations go away and the deaths become minimal.” 
 
A spokesperson for the governor said they’re still figuring out the details of the $100 
savings bond plan, including when young people can expect the money.  COVID-19 
vaccine incentives range from free drinks to job retention. The lure on offer in West 
Virginia is among a multitude of incentives being dangled by states, schools, hospitals 
and employers.   
 
Connecticut Governor Ned Lamont on Monday touted a two-week program where 
adults can get a free drink at specific restaurants if they show their vaccination card. 
The partnership with the Connecticut Restaurant Association is set to start on May 19 to 
coincide with the lifting of restrictions on businesses across the state. 
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Detroit’s Wayne State University is adding $10 to the student accounts of those 
vaccinated while the University of Iowa is offering its inoculated students $10 gift cards 
good for use in downtown Iowa City. 
 
After offering cash incentives earlier in the year, Texas hospital system Houston 
Methodist is now telling its 26,000 employees that they must get vaccinated by June 7 
to keep their jobs.  They might want to think twice about that since OHSA has ruled 
employers can be held liable for any employee damaged or dies from mandated Vaxx.  
The new OHSA rules released in April, 2021, have warned employers of their liability in 
mandating a Vaxx.  Share that word wide and far as it may cause many to think twice in 
requiring employees be vaxxed! 
 
Dr. Amesh Adalja of the Johns Hopkins University‘s Center for Health Security said the 
U.S. is no longer a supply-constrained nation when it comes to the COVID-19 vaccine. 
The country is now a demand-constrained nation. He thinks incentives will become both 
more necessary and more common.   
 
“It’s unfortunate that it has come to this, that we’re having difficulties getting people to 
be vaccinated,” Adalja said. “I do think that giving people incentives to get vaccinated, 
especially the vaccine hesitant, especially among those groups who are seeing higher 
rates of infection, are going to be important.” 
 
Deaths, adverse events and Big Pharma narrative contribute to vaccine hesitancy. 
 
Perhaps, it’s more important to know the reason for their hesitancy.  They insult our 
intelligence.   
 
The recommended pause for the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine by the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
on April 13 may have also contributed to vaccine hesitancy.  
 
It also doesn’t help that Big Pharma executives are already endorsing annual booster 
shots.   
 
Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said earlier this month that people will likely need a booster 
shot – or third dose – of the COVID-19 vaccine within 12 months of getting fully 
vaccinated. He also said people will possibly need to get an additional shot each year. 
BioNTech co-founder and chief medical officer Dr. Ozlem Tureci agreed with him. 
 
Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky started using the narrative in February when he 
told CNBC that people may need to get vaccinated against COVID-19 annually, just like 
seasonal flu shots. 
 
Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel also said in a recent interview on CNBC‘s “Squawk 
Box” that annual COVID vaccine boosters will be commonplace going forward, saying 
the coronavirus “is not going away” and it’s “not leaving the planet.” 
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Big Pharma executives essentially admitted that their COVID-19 vaccines are not going 
to give people long-term immunity from SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. 
 
West Virginian Benjamin Sites, who belongs in the 16 to 35 age bracket, pretty much 
sums up the sentiment of those who don’t want to get vaccinated. “I don’t feel as though 
it’s safe, and I don’t feel that I’m at risk,” he said. 
 

 
BioNTech CEO: Third dose of coronavirus vaccine necessary after a 
year, followed by annual booster shots  
May 12, 2021 
The chief executive officer of German pharmaceutical company BioNTech 
believes people need to take a third dose of the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) 
vaccine his company created with Pfizer after a year, and annual booster shots every 
12 to 18 months after that. 
 
BioNTech CEO Dr. Ugur Sahin said, according to studies, the efficacy of the BioNTech-
Pfizer coronavirus vaccine drops from 95 percent to 91 percent six months after the 
second dose. This is why his company believes people should be given a third 
dose nine to 12 months after the first vaccine dose. 
 
“Accordingly, we need a third shot to get the vaccine protection back up to almost 100 
percent again,” said Sahin. “And then I expect it will probably be necessary to get 
another booster every year or perhaps every 18 months.”  
 
BioNTech co-founder and Chief Medical officer Dr. Ozlem Tureci agreed with Sahin’s 
assessment. She told CNBC on an April 21 interview that as immunity against the 
coronavirus decreases over time, a third vaccine dose is necessary to maintain the 
vaccine’s effectiveness. 
 
She compared the need to take the coronavirus vaccine annually to the flu vaccine.  “It 
is the nature of immune responses that after they have been induced they spike and 
stay for a time,” said Tureci during the interview. “But with time immune responses 
wane and we see indications for this in the induced, but also in the natural response 
against SARS-CoV-2.” 
 
Sahin and Tureci’s comments regarding a third dose of the coronavirus vaccine come 
after Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said a booster dose will likely be necessary for people 
within 12 months after becoming fully vaccinated.  The “bovine excrement” is piling up in 
their deception.  These are the people Jesus warned us about “not to be deceived!” 
 
BioNTech claims vaccine effective against all existing coronavirus strains. 
BioNTech is confident that its coronavirus vaccine will be able to fight off the many 
variants of COVID-19. 
 

https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/biontech-ceo-says-booster-shots-of-pfizer-vaccine-will-be-required-every-12-18-months
https://www.newsweek.com/pfizer-covid-vaccine-likely-will-need-third-booster-shot-biontech-ceo-says-1587160
https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/549558-pfizer-biontech-booster-likely-needed-as
https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/549558-pfizer-biontech-booster-likely-needed-as
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Sahin said his company has tested its vaccine against more than 30 coronavirus 
variants. He claimed the vaccine showed a “promising response” against most of the 
variants, while the vaccine “remained sufficient” against the other variants where the 
response was slightly diminished. 
 
Furthermore, Sahin believes the BioNTech-Pfizer coronavirus vaccine can protect 
people against the new variant first detected in India, but that the company was still 
conducting its investigation. 
 
“But the Indian variant has mutations that we have previously investigated and against 
which our vaccine also works, so I am confident there, too,” he claimed. 
 
Sahin explained that, the way the BioNTech vaccine works gives it “two points of attack” 
against the virus. It supposedly stimulates the production of antibodies while at the 
same time prompts the body’s T-cells to attack the virus. 
 
“The vaccine is quite cleverly constructed, and the bulwark will hold,” said the CEO. “I’m 
convinced of that. If the bulwark needs to be strengthened again, we’ll do so. I’m not 
worried.” 
 
BioNTech and Pfizer are working with their manufacturers to ramp up production of the 
coronavirus vaccine as worldwide demand for it still far outstrips their supplies.  “When 
we started in 2021, our goal was to produce 1.3 billion doses,” said Sahin. “And now, 
we’ve increased that to three billion doses.” 
 
The company is in talks to open production facilities all over South America, Asia and 
Africa. It is also considering issuing special licenses to certain manufacturers to boost 
the production of the vaccine. 
 
Sahin and Tureci, who are married, founded BioNTech in 2008. They used to focus 
most of their efforts on cancer research before deciding to pivot to creating a 
coronavirus vaccine in early 2020. It reached out to Pfizer, which had the resources and 
the expertise to conduct the large-scale clinical trials necessary to validate a vaccine’s 
supposed effectiveness. 
 
This is simply a money-making scam on top of the dual agenda of depopulation and 
enslaving the healthy to Satan’s kingdom of the “Mark of the Beast”.  Those being 
genocided are those who are a burden on a world’s assets and resources, through the 
global social security program.  Nearly every country in the world, including the U.S. is 
part of the UK administered Social Security pension system.  The young and healthy will 
become Cyborgs in the Satanic New World Order.   By 2022, these social programs will 
be paying out more than taking in.  I did a 2-part article on this very subject in 2018.  It is 
titled “Major Social Security Change Is Coming in 2022.”   
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An army of Big Biotech companies is using psych tactics to ‘create 
vaccine demand’  
May 12, 2021  
 The U.S. is awash in a surplus of coronavirus vaccines as there has been a sudden in 
drop in demand for them; most Americans who want the shots have had them. Now an 
army of Big Biotech’s agencies set up to address “vaccine hesitancy” are turning up 
their mass marketing to “create demand” using surveillance, rapid data analysis, media 
control, and host of behavior control strategies they’ve outlined in their playbooks. 
 
Demand plummets 
About 40% of the total adult population has been fully vaccinated, according to 
data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Uptake plummeted 
25% after a peak in mid-April, and 56.4% of adults have had at least one dose of a 
coronavirus vaccine.  You can be absolutely the Center for Disease Creation is 
sweating bullets with this so soon.  They under-estimated the fact that individual states 
have what is called the 10th Amendment right to disobey the federal mandates.   
 
But five million people – about eight per cent of those who took a first dose of the shot –
failed to show up for their second dose appointments, according to the CDC. 
 

 
 
As a result, excess vaccine stock has been piling up across the country. Chairs sat 
empty at a Philadelphia mass vaccination site where 4,000 unused doses of vaccines 
were due to expire. A million doses, representing one out of every four sent to Louisiana 

http://www.cuzzblue.com/2021/05/an-army-of-big-biotech-companies-is.html
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/why-so-many-americans-are-skipping-their-second-covid-19-shot-1.5410984
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-vaccine-surplus-demand/
https://www.nola.com/news/coronavirus/article_2abc9d62-a46e-11eb-8387-b783ac64ccc3.html
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by the federal government, were sitting on shelves. One Wyoming county asked the 
state to stop shipping vaccines because it had a surplus of 20,000 shots; North 
Carolina closed its vaccination clinics for lack of demand. 
 
Vaccine vs. virus fear 
Numerous mainstream media fretted about “vaccine hesitancy,” blaming it on COVID-19 
denialism, “conspiracy theories,” and QAnon followers, Trump supporters, and minority 
mistrust of the government with its brutal history of racist eugenics. No one mentioned 
that some people just don’t think the vaccine works. The mainstream media simply 
ignored Yale Professor of Epidemiology Harvey Risch, for example, who revealed that 
the majority of people now coming down with COVID-19 have already been vaccinated 
against the virus. 
 
Many people simply fear the novel vaccine more than the novel virus which, according 
to the CDC, has an overall 99.4% survival rate for those aged 50-65 who get the 
infection. The odds go up as people get older but decrease if people are younger. For 
those under 18, the coronavirus fatality rate estimated by the CDC is 0.00002, which 
translates into a 99.98% COVID survival rate. In fact, for those under 18, the lifetime 
odds of being struck by lightning are higher than the odds of dying of the virus. 
 
Nevertheless, President Joe Biden said Tuesday that now that the bulk of the 
vaccinated are seniors  – 85% of whom have gotten at least their first vaccine dose – he 
wants 70% of all Americans to get their first dose by July 4th. He specifically pitched the 
jab to youths and announced his administration would be sending the vaccines to 
pediatricians to dole out over the coming weeks.  They will all be dead in 15 months 
because of what the spike protein in the vaccine does to the immune system!   
 

 
The CDC released the latest death figures following the experimental 
COVID injections this week, and that death toll now stands at 4,434 
people, adults and children, that have been recorded as dying after 
receiving one of the experimental COVID injections. Reported as of May 14, 
2021.   by Brian Shilhavy Editor, Health Impact News   Source. 

 
To put this number in perspective, since the CDC continues to claim that these deaths 
do “not establish a causal link to COVID-19 vaccines,” these deaths now exceed the 
total number of deaths reported to VAERS following vaccination for the past 21 years! 
 
From 1/1/2000 through 11/30/2020 (the last month before COVID shots were given 
emergency use) there were 4,394 deaths recorded for a span of 21 years. 
 
Source. 
Please take note that for that 21-year period, over 50% of the recorded deaths following 
vaccination were infants and toddlers under the age of 3, because this is the next 
targeted demographic to receive the experimental COVID shots: young children. 

https://www.wyomingpublicmedia.org/post/when-concerns-about-safety-and-side-effects-lead-vaccine-hesitancy#stream/0
https://www.carolinacoastonline.com/news_times/article_befd3b34-9c81-11eb-9448-2bdebc3a7b9b.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/04/its-not-vaccine-hesitancy-its-covid-denialism/618724/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/04/its-not-vaccine-hesitancy-its-covid-denialism/618724/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/us-vaccine-supply-demand-1.5989684
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2021/03/16/covid-19-vaccine-hesitancy-latino-sterilizations-coronavirus/6834662002/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html
https://www.weather.gov/safety/lightning-odds
https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/payer/biden-outlines-ways-to-get-covid-19-vaccine-to-hesitant-americans-as-demand-ebbs?mkt_tok=Mjk0LU1RRi0wNTYAAAF83VAlkSV5DRUD1yJtoL1OZdkv3-L1grIQPdaso5bDOlggINJ-cDZmwG6d0mxkzyIVxVKblbhwSbgB9D1gGk64nPZJMIRgXSwtvqkZRBeaE0csohLb&mrkid=4595982
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&DIED=Yes&VAX_YEAR_LOW=2000&VAX_YEAR_HIGH=2020&VAX_MONTH_HIGH=11
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Earlier this week the FDA gave emergency use authorization to start injecting children 
between the ages of 12 and 15.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Criminal FDA Authorizes Emergency Use for Pfizer’s mRNA Injections 
on 12-15 Year-olds – Up to State Governors to Save the Nation’s 
Children 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/criminal-fda-authorizes-emergency-use-for-pfizers-mrna-injections-on-12-15-year-olds-up-to-state-governors-to-save-the-nations-children/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/criminal-fda-authorizes-emergency-use-for-pfizers-mrna-injections-on-12-15-year-olds-up-to-state-governors-to-save-the-nations-children/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/criminal-fda-authorizes-emergency-use-for-pfizers-mrna-injections-on-12-15-year-olds-up-to-state-governors-to-save-the-nations-children/
https://www.wanttoknow.info/
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Both the Moderna and Pfizer experimental COVID shots are being injected into children 
as young as 6 months old in their trials, with the expectation that the FDA will grant an 
EUA for that age group as well. Some of those infants and toddlers in the trials have 
already died. See: 
CDC Reports 2 More Infant DEATHS Following Experimental COVID Injections 
During Clinical Trials 
 

We are witnessing GENOCIDE before our very eyes, as the corporate media 

(with few exceptions), is denying what is happening, and promoting the shots out of 
fear and misinformation. 
 
Since many governors have now taken action to prevent COVID Vaccine Passports and 
discrimination against those who refuse the experimental shots, will they also issue 
executive orders to prevent their State’s local health departments from injecting children 
with these shots? 
 
At this point, the fate of our nation’s children is in their hands, as the federal government 
health agencies are completely in bed with Big Pharma and have no regard for human 
life whatsoever.  Pray God will intervene soon. 
 
FiercePharma announced today that with the FDA EUA for adolescents, the nation’s 
pharmacy retail chains will now begin administering the shots. 
 
Now that Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine has secured approval to be administered to 
kids aged 12 to 15, major retail pharmacies are adjusting their policies to make the 
shots quickly available. 
 
CVS Pharmacy, Walgreens and Rite Aid all announced this week that appointments 
would be open to adolescents following the Food and Drug Administration’s decision. 
Walgreens said that appointments can be scheduled online or through walk-ins up to 30 
minutes before the desired time. 
 
Both CVS and Rite Aid are now extending the option for vaccine clinics to schools to 
encourage greater uptake in this age group. (Source.) 
 
Governors need to act quickly to stop the carnage that is about to happen in our 
nation’s children. If you are a parent, rely on NO ONE to help you protect your children 
(except God). 
 
Do not allow your children to go to school or college if one of these injections is required 
for attendance. Make sure you have a family doctor or pediatrician who respects your 
right to informed consent, and be careful if you have to take your child to the hospital or 
emergency room, as they may deny you care if you refuse the shot for your child. 
 
At this point, any establishment that tries to mandate an experimental COVID shot is 
breaking the law, as the FDA guidance documents that are supposed to be given out 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-reports-2-more-infant-deaths-following-experimental-covid-injections-during-clinical-trials/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-reports-2-more-infant-deaths-following-experimental-covid-injections-during-clinical-trials/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/tucker-carlson-interviews-dr-peter-mccullough-on-worldwide-conspiracy-to-suppress-existing-drugs-that-effectively-treat-covid-patients-in-favor-of-vaccines/
https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/pfizer-s-covid-19-vaccine-scores-fda-nod-adolescents-enabling-a-wider-rollout
https://news.walgreens.com/press-center/news/walgreens-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-in-12-15-year-olds.htm
https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/practices/cvs-walgreens-rite-aid-now-scheduling-pfizer-vaccine-appointments-for-adolescents
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19/covid-19-vaccines
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to everyone prior to the shots make it VERY CLEAR that these are experimental 
products NOT approved by the FDA, and that they are completely VOLUNTARY. 
 

 
 

CDC Data Show 4,000+ Reported Deaths Following COVID Vaccines as Kids 12 
and Older Now Eligible 

VAERS data released today showed 192,954 reports of adverse events following 

COVID vaccines, including 4,057 deaths and 17,190 serious injuries between 

Dec. 14, 2020 and May 7, 2021.  
 
The Defender is experiencing censorship on many social channels. Be sure to stay in 
touch with the news that matters by subscribing to our top news of the day. It's free. 
 

The number of reported deaths following COVID vaccines topped 4,000 according to 

data released today by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The 
data comes directly from reports submitted to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System (VAERS). 
 
VAERS is the primary government-funded system for reporting adverse vaccine 
reactions in the U.S. Reports submitted to VAERS require further investigation before a 
causal relationship can be confirmed. 
 
Every Friday, VAERS makes public all vaccine injury reports received as of a specified 
date, usually about a week prior to the release date. Today’s data show that between 
Dec. 14, 2020 and May 7, a total of 192,954 total adverse events were reported to 
VAERS, including 4,057 deaths — an increase of 220 over the previous week — and 
17,190 serious injuries, up 1,176 since last week. 
 
In the U.S., 254.8 million COVID vaccine doses had been administered as of May 7. 
This includes 110 million doses of Moderna’s vaccine, 136 million doses of Pfizer and 
9 million doses of the Johnson & Johnson (J&J) COVID vaccine. 
 
Of the 4,057 deaths reported as of May 7, 24% occurred within 48 hours of vaccination, 
16% occurred within 24 hours and 38% occurred in people who became ill within 48 
hours of being vaccinated. 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/about-us/sign-up/?utm_source=top_of_article&utm_medium=the_defender&utm_campaign=sign_ups
https://vaers.hhs.gov/
https://vaers.hhs.gov/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-david-kessler-covid-vaccine-vaers/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-david-kessler-covid-vaccine-vaers/
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&SERIOUS=ON
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/cumulative-covid-vaccinations?tab=chart&stackMode=absolute&country=~USA&region=World
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/covid-vaccine-doses-by-manufacturer?country=~USA
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/did-cdc-mislead-public-allergic-reactions-moderna-vaccine/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-pfizer-experimental-covid-vaccine-children/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/u-s-pauses-johnson-johnson-covid-vaccine/
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes&V2OCHECKED=ON&V2OLOW=0&V2OHIGH=2
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes&V2OCHECKED=ON&V2OLOW=0&V2OHIGH=2
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes&V2OCHECKED=ON&V2OLOW=0&V2OHIGH=2
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This week’s VAERS data show: 
 21% of deaths were related to cardiac disorders. 
 54% of those who died were male, 44% were female and the remaining death 

reports did not include gender of the deceased. 
 The average age of death was 74.8 and the youngest deaths reported include 

two 15-year-olds (VAERS I.D. 1187918 and 1242573) and a 16-year-old (VAERS 
I.D. 1225942). There were other reported deaths in children under 16 that could 
not be confirmed or contained obvious errors. 

 As of May 7, 987 pregnant women reported adverse events related to COVID 
vaccines, including 297 reports of miscarriage or premature birth. 

 Of the 1,950 cases of Bell’s Palsy reported, 50% were reported after Pfizer-
BioNTech vaccinations, 42% following vaccination with the Moderna vaccine 
and 192 cases, or 10%, of Bell’s Palsy cases were reported in conjunction with 
J&J. 

 There were 181 reports of Guillain-Barré Syndrome with 40% of cases 
attributed to Pfizer, 41% to Moderna and 23% to J&J. 

 There were 55,220 reports of anaphylaxis with 38% of cases attributed to 
Pfizer’s vaccine, 49% to Moderna and 12% to J&J. 

 

 
CDC find’s ‘plausible’ link between J&J vaccine and blood clots On May 13, The 
Defender reported officials with the CDC acknowledged a “plausible causal 
association” between J&J’s COVID vaccine and potentially life-threatening blood clot 

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?IDNUMBER=1225942
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?IDNUMBER=1187918
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?IDNUMBER=1242573
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?IDNUMBER=1225942
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disorders after identifying 28 cases — including three deaths — among people who 
received the vaccine. 
 
Dr. Tom Shimabukuro, deputy director of the CDC’s immunization safety office, 
identified 28 cases of rare blood clots in VAERS among people vaccinated with the 
J&J shot. 
 
Shimabukuro said four of the 28 people remained in the hospital as of May 7, one of 
whom was in the ICU. Two were discharged to a post-acute care facility, 19 patients 
were discharged and three resulted in deaths. 
 
Current evidence “suggests a plausible causal association” with the J&J vaccine and 
cases of thrombosis with thrombocytopenia syndrome, Shimabukuro said. The 
CDC’s Dr. Sara Oliver said the benefits of the vaccine still outweigh the risk and no 
updates to vaccine policy are needed at this time. 
 
Children’s Health Defense queried the VAERS data for adverse events associated 
with the formation of clotting disorders and other related conditions and found 3,272 
reports for all three vaccines from Dec. 14, 2020, through May 7. 
 
Of the 3,272 cases reported, there were 1,218 reports attributed to Pfizer, 1,034 
reports to Moderna and 1,000 reports to J&J. 
 
FDA approves Pfizer vaccine for adolescents ages 12 to 15 
NPR reported May 10 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) said children 12 to 
15 years old are now eligible to be vaccinated for COVID as the agency expanded its 
Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. 
 
Pfizer submitted an amendment to their current EUA for an unapproved product on 
April 9 to expand use of its vaccine for adolescents ages 12 to 15 — with only six 
months of clinical data. 
 
“Parents and guardians can rest assured that the agency undertook a rigorous and 
thorough review of all available data, as we have with all of our COVID-19 vaccine 
emergency use authorizations,” Dr. Janet Woodcock, the acting FDA commissioner, 
said. 
 
Until now, Pfizer’s vaccine had been authorized only for people age 16 and older. The 
company said it plans to seek new EUA expansions for kids younger than 12 in 
September, with an expansion aimed at infants and toddlers during the fourth quarter 
this year. 
 
CDC Says OK to give COVID vaccine along with routine vaccines for kids. On May 13, 
CNN reported a CDC expert said Wednesday it’s OK to give an experimental COVID 
vaccine in conjunction with other vaccinations. 
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Doctors and other clinicians were previously advised against giving a COVID vaccine 
within two weeks of any other vaccine, but Dr. Kate Woodworth of the CDC’s birth 
defects division said Wednesday that advice has now changed —saying there is 
substantial data on the safety of the vaccines. 
 
Woodworth said the clinical considerations are being updated to say that COVID and 
other vaccines can be administered “without regard to timing,” including on the same 
day. 
 
The American Academy of Pediatrics also said it supports giving routine childhood 
vaccines together with COVID vaccines.  These people have lost their minds to “Do no 
harm” under The Hippocratic Oath, is an oath of ethics historically taken by physicians. 
It is one of the most widely known of Greek medical texts. In its original form, it requires 
a new physician to swear, by a number of healing gods, to uphold specific ethical 
standards. The oath is the earliest expression of medical ethics in the Western world, 
establishing several principles of medical ethics which remain of paramount importance. 
 
Teen hospitalized with blood clots in brain after Pfizer Vaccine. 
On May 10, The Defender reported a Utah teen remains hospitalized with blood clots in 
his brain after receiving his first dose of Pfizer’s COVID vaccine. 
 
Everest Romney, 17, received the vaccine April 21 and one day later began 
experiencing neck pain, fever and severe headaches. After more than a week of 
symptoms and being unable to freely move his neck, he was diagnosed with two blood 
clots inside his brain, and one outside. 
 
Romney’s mother didn’t want to discourage parents from getting their kids vaccinated 
because she believes each parent must make the decision for their children, but said 
she wished her choice had been a different one. 
 
The Utah Department of Health said the CDC is tasked with investigating possible 
vaccine side effects. After administering nearly 100 million doses of Pfizer’s vaccine, the 
CDC reported there hasn’t been a single related case of a blood clot forming in the brain 
as of April 12. 
 
Brazil suspends AstraZeneca vaccine after pregnant woman dies, Slovakia suspends 
after woman’s death 
 
On May 12, The Defender reported that Brazil’s federal government suspended 
AstraZeneca’s vaccine for pregnant women after an expectant mother in Rio de 
Janeiro died from a stroke possibly related to the vaccine. The 35-year-old woman, who 
was 23 weeks pregnant, died of a hemorrhagic stroke after checking into a hospital five 
days earlier. 
 
Brazil’s federal health regulator, Anvisa, said in a statement the use of AstraZeneca’s 
COVID shot by pregnant women should be “immediately suspended” as authorities 
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investigate the reported death. AstraZeneca said in a statement that pregnant women 
were never included in clinical trials of its vaccine. 
 
Slovakia also announced Tuesday it was suspending AstraZeneca’s vaccine for first-
time vaccinations after a 47-year-old woman died from cerebral venous sinus 
thrombosis — a blood-clotting disorder where clots form in the veins that drain blood 
from the brain — connected to the shot. 
 
“Genetic examination also revealed blood-clotting disorders in the patient,” the 
regulator said. “Due to the existence of a genetic predisposition to a thrombophilic 
state, an association between [the AstraZeneca jab] and subsequent venous sinus 
thrombosis was established as likely,” it added. 
 
New study links vaccine to blood clots 
As The Defender reported May 12, new research published in The BMJ confirmed 
evidence of blood clotting and found a small risk after receiving just one dose of 
AstraZeneca’s vaccine. 
 
Researchers investigated the likelihood of blood clotting events for 282,572 people in 
Denmark and Norway. Using data from healthcare registries, they reviewed information 
on people 18 to 65 years old who received their first dose of AstraZeneca between Feb. 
9 and March 11. 
 
Researchers observed an “increased rate of venous thromboembolic events, 
corresponding to 11 excess venous thromboembolic events per 100,000 vaccinations 
and including a clearly increased rate of cerebral venous thrombosis with seven 
observed events versus 0.3 expected events among the 282,572 vaccine recipients.” 
There was also a small increased risk of pulmonary embolism, lower limb venous 
thrombosis and other venous thrombosis. 
 
The Canadian provinces of Alberta and Ontario said Tuesday they will stop offering first 
doses of AstraZeneca’s vaccine, with Ontario citing evidence the risk of rare blood 
clots was higher than previously estimated. Quebec and New Brunswick followed suit 
Thursday, Reuters reported. 
 
Dr. David Williams, chief medical officer of health for the Province of Ontario, made the 
decision out of an abundance of caution and due to an increase in cases of Vaccine-
Induced Immune Thrombotic Thrombocytopenia (VITT) — a rare, potentially fatal 
blood clotting syndrome linked to the AstraZeneca vaccine. 
 
Norway will not use AstraZeneca vaccine, J&J paused 
As The Defender reported May 12, Norway will not resume use of the AstraZeneca 
vaccine due to concerns of rare blood clots reported in some patients after their first 
dose, while the J&J vaccine remains on hold. An expert committee, set up by the 
Norwegian government, conducted a comprehensive risk assessment of the two 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brazil-suspends-astrazeneca-vaccine-after-pregnant-woman-dies/
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/cerebral-venous-sinus-thrombosis
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/cerebral-venous-sinus-thrombosis
https://www.euronews.com/2021/05/11/slovakia-suspends-use-of-the-astrazeneca-jab-for-first-time-vaccinations
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brazil-suspends-astrazeneca-vaccine-after-pregnant-woman-dies/
https://www.bmj.com/content/373/bmj.n1114
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210512/Study-confirms-rare-blood-clotting-risk-linked-to-ChAdOx1-S-vaccine-benefits-still-outweigh-risks.aspx
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/pulmonary-embolism/symptoms-causes/syc-20354647#:~:text=Pulmonary%20embolism%20is%20a%20blockage,body%20(deep%20vein%20thrombosis).
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/dvt/facts.html
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/dvt/facts.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brazil-suspends-astrazeneca-vaccine-after-pregnant-woman-dies/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/canadas-alberta-province-stops-giving-first-doses-astrazeneca-vaccine-2021-05-11/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/quebec-stop-offering-first-shots-astrazeneca-vaccine-2021-05-13/
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejme2106315
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejme2106315
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brazil-suspends-astrazeneca-vaccine-after-pregnant-woman-dies/
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vaccines and recommended AstraZeneca & J&J’s vaccine be dropped from Norway’s 
vaccination program. 
 
“We do not recommend that the vaccines be used in the national vaccination program 
due to the serious side effects that have been seen,” chair of the expert committee, Lars 
Vorland, said. 
 
Denmark was the first country in Europe to officially drop AstraZeneca and J&J’s 
vaccines due to the risk of blood clots, but many countries have restricted use of 
AstraZeneca in certain age groups. 
 
67 days and counting, CDC ignores The Defender’s inquiries. 
As The Defender reported May 12, we have made repeated attempts to contact the 
CDC with a list of questions about COVID vaccine injury reports in VAERS, including 
ongoing investigations into reported deaths. Our questions remain unanswered. 
 
According to the CDC website, “the CDC follows up on any report of death to request 
additional information and learn more about what occurred and to determine whether 
the death was a result of the vaccine or unrelated.” 
 
On March 8, The Defender contacted the CDC with a written list of questions about 
reported deaths and injuries related to COVID vaccines. We requested information 
about how the CDC conducts investigations into reported deaths, the status of ongoing 
investigations into deaths and injuries reported by the media, if autopsies were being 
conducted, the standard for determining whether an injury is causally connected to a 
vaccine, and education initiatives to encourage and facilitate proper and accurate 
reporting. 
 
After repeated attempts, by phone and email, to obtain a response to our questions, a 
health communications specialist from the CDC’s Vaccine Task Force contacted us on 
March 29 — three weeks after our initial inquiry. 
 
The individual received our request for information from VAERS, but said she had never 
received our list of questions, even though employees we talked to several times said 
CDC press officers were working through the questions and confirmed the 
representative had received them. We provided the list of questions again along with a 
new deadline, but never received a response. 
 
The Defender also followed up with the CDC’s media department, which told us  the 
COVID response unit would be informed that the health communications specialist 
never responded. No explanation was given as to why our inquiries were ignored. We 
were told to call back, which we did numerous times. 
 
We asked why the taxpayer-funded CDC seemed to respond to other news media 
outlets in a timely manner, but hasn’t responded to The Defender. No answer was 
provided. We were told someone would get back to us. 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/denmark-ditches-johnson-johnson-covid-vaccine/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/eu-possible-link-blood-clots-astrazeneca-vaccine/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/64-days-why-wont-cdc-answer-questions/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/
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It has been 67 days since we sent our first email inquiring into VAERS data and reports, 
but still no response. 

 
In my ongoing research there are signs the CDC is “Under-Reporting” the statistical 
data in its public reporting through VAERS.  The CDC has already changed the rules on 
their reporting data.  This becomes a matter of concern as the side-effects and deaths 
continue to mount.  This is Genocide on a global scale with no signs of ending! 
 
 

10,570 DEAD 405,259 Injuries: European Database of Adverse Drug 

Reactions for COVID-19 “Vaccines 

 

 
by Brian Shilhavy 

Editor, Health Impact News 
 
The European database of suspected drug reaction reports is EudraVigilance, which 
also tracks reports of injuries and deaths following the experimental COVID-19 
“vaccines.” 
 
Here is what EudraVigilance states about their database: 

http://www.adrreports.eu/en/index.html
http://www.adrreports.eu/en/background.html
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This website was launched by the European Medicines Agency in 2012 to provide 
public access to reports of suspected side effects (also known as suspected adverse 
drug reactions). These reports are submitted electronically to EudraVigilance by 
national medicines regulatory authorities and by pharmaceutical companies that hold 
marketing authorizations (licenses) for the medicines. 
 
EudraVigilance is a system designed for collecting reports of suspected side effects. 
These reports are used for evaluating the benefits and risks of medicines during their 
development and monitoring their safety following their authorization in the European 
Economic Area (EEA). EudraVigilance has been in use since December 2001. 
 
This website was launched to comply with the EudraVigilance Access Policy, which 
was developed to improve public health by supporting the monitoring of the safety of 
medicines and to increase transparency for stakeholders, including the general public. 
 

 
 
The Management Board of the European Medicines Agency first approved the 
EudraVigilance Access Policy in December 2010. A revision was adopted by the Board 
in December 2015 based on the 2010 pharmacovigilance legislation. The policy aims to 
provide stakeholders such as national medicines regulatory authorities in the EEA, the 
European Commission, healthcare professionals, patients and consumers, as well as 
the pharmaceutical industry and research organizations, with access to reports on 
suspected side effects. 
 
Transparency is a key guiding principle of the Agency, and is pivotal to building trust 
and confidence in the regulatory process. By increasing transparency, the Agency is 

https://www.ema.europa.eu/en
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/pharmacovigilance/eudravigilance
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/pharmacovigilance/eudravigilance
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/who-we-are/management-board
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better able to address the growing need among stakeholders, including the general 
public, for access to information. (Source.) 
 

 
 
“For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a 
sound mind”  -(2nd Timothy 1:7)   
 
Blessings, Jesus is at the door!    
 
Pastor Bob, Evanteachr@aol.com  
www.pastorbobreid.com. 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
 

 
 
 
 

Feel Free to Share This With Everyone! 
This information can be very important  

and the difference between Life and Death! 

http://www.adrreports.eu/en/background.html
mailto:Evanteachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22

